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Applied Statistics and the SAS Programming Language
Simulating Data with SAS
This indispensable guide focuses on validating programs written to support the
clinical trial process from after the data collection stage to generating reports and
submitting data and output to the Food and Drug Administration.

Common Statistical Methods for Clinical Research with SAS
Examples
A comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide to the entire research process, this
book quickly and efficiently equips advanced students and research assistants to
conduct a full-scale investigation. The book is organized around the idea of a
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'research script' that is, it follows the standard mode of research planning and
design, data collection and analysis, and results writing. The volume contains 35
chapters, some co-authored by advanced graduate students who give their fellow
students a touch of the 'real world' adding to the clarity and practicality of many
chapters.

SAS Communications
This book is intended for use as the textbook in a second course in applied
statistics that covers topics in multiple regression and analysis of variance at an
intermediate level. Generally, students enrolled in such courses are p- marily
graduate majors or advanced undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines.
These students typically have taken an introductory-level s- tistical methods
course that requires the use a software system such as SAS for performing
statistical analysis. Thus students are expected to have an - derstanding of basic
concepts of statistical inference such as estimation and hypothesis testing.
Understandably, adequate time is not available in a ?rst course in stat- tical
methods to cover the use of a software system adequately in the amount of time
available for instruction. The aim of this book is to teach how to use the SAS
system for data analysis. The SAS language is introduced at a level of
sophistication not found in most introductory SAS books. Important features such
as SAS data step programming, pointers, and line-hold spe- ?ers are described in
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detail. The powerful graphics support available in SAS is emphasized throughout,
and many worked SAS program examples contain graphic components.

SAS Programming for R Users
Crop Credit Insurance Project
Aimed at researchers and students , SAS Programming: The One-Day Course
provides an introduction to the SAS programming language. It gives the reader a
start in SAS programming and the basic data manipulations and statistical
summaries that are available through SAS. The book has its origins in material
prepared by the author for a one-day course in SAS programming, and the fact that
it has been developed from a training course is reflected in the concise nature of
the presentation. Unlike other introductory competitors on the market, this is a
pocket-sized reference that does not clutter the programming techniques
presented by trying to teach statistical techniques at the same time. Strong on
explanations of how to carry out data manipulations that real-life data often call
for, each programming technique is supported by tasks to develop skills and
confidence. It also contains "tasks" for the reader, complete with solutions.
Datasets and the programming code are available to download from
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www.crcpress.com/e_products/downloads. Once readers have mastered the topics
covered in the book, they will be well placed to learn further aspects of SAS
programming.

SAS Programming
Loaded with examples, this book is for anyone interested in learning how to use
SAS software for market research. It focuses on ways to help you analyze your
market, enabling you to perform random sampling, create survey forms and
manage survey data, analyze qualitative frequency data, write tabular reports and
produce plots, charts, and maps, perform basic statistical analysis including
regression, and access database tables and files.

Research Designs
Practical Statistical Methods: A SAS Programming Approach presents a broad
spectrum of statistical methods useful for researchers without an extensive
statistical background. In addition to nonparametric methods, it covers methods
for discrete and continuous data. Omitting mathematical details and complicated
formulae, the text provides SAS program
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SAS Clinical Programming
A step-by-step introduction to using SAS® statistical software as a foundational
approach to data analysis and interpretation Presenting a straightforward
introduction from the ground up, SAS® Essentials: Mastering SAS for Data
Analytics, Second Edition illustrates SAS using hands-on learning techniques and
numerous real-world examples. Keeping different experience levels in mind, the
highly-qualified author team has developed the book over 20 years of teaching
introductory SAS courses. Divided into two sections, the first part of the book
provides an introduction to data manipulation, statistical techniques, and the SAS
programming language. The second section is designed to introduce users to
statistical analysis using SAS Procedures. Featuring self-contained chapters to
enhance the learning process, the Second Edition also includes: Programming
approaches for the most up-to-date version of the SAS platform including
information on how to use the SAS University Edition Discussions to illustrate the
concepts and highlight key fundamental computational skills that are utilized by
business, government, and organizations alike New chapters on reporting results in
tables and factor analysis Additional information on the DATA step for data
management with an emphasis on importing data from other sources, combining
data sets, and data cleaning Updated ANOVA and regression examples as well as
other data analysis techniques A companion website with the discussed data sets,
additional code, and related PowerPoint® slides SAS Essentials: Mastering SAS for
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Data Analytics, Second Edition is an ideal textbook for upper-undergraduate and
graduate-level courses in statistics, data analytics, applied SAS programming, and
statistical computer applications as well as an excellent supplement for statistical
methodology courses. The book is an appropriate reference for researchers and
academicians who require a basic introduction to SAS for statistical analysis and
for preparation for the Basic SAS Certification Exam.

Business Analytics Principles, Concepts, and Applications with
SAS
Discusses hypothesis testing strategies for the assessment of association in
contingency tables and sets of contingency tables. Also discusses various modeling
strategies available for describing the nature of the association between a
categorical outcome measure and a set of explanatory variables.

Statistical Programming in SAS
This comprehensive text covers the use of SAS for epidemiology and public health
research. Developed with students in mind and from their feedback, the text
addresses this material in a straightforward manner with a multitude of examples.
It is directly applicable to students and researchers in the fields of public health,
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biostatistics and epidemiology. Through a “hands on” approach to the use of SAS
for a broad number of epidemiologic analyses, readers learn techniques for data
entry and cleaning, categorical analysis, ANOVA, and linear regression and much
more. Exercises utilizing real-world data sets are featured throughout the book.
SAS screen shots demonstrate the steps for successful programming. SAS
(Statistical Analysis System) is an integrated system of software products provided
by the SAS institute, which is headquartered in California. It provides programmers
and statisticians the ability to engage in many sophisticated statistical analyses
and data retrieval and mining exercises. SAS is widely used in the fields of
epidemiology and public health research, predominately due to its ability to
reliably analyze very large administrative data sets, as well as more commonly
encountered clinical trial and observational research data.

Conducting Meta-Analysis Using SAS
This is the ultimate "quick-fix" guide for SAS/GRAPH software users. Have a
problem or particular task in mind? Short stand-alone chapters, filled with
examples, will guide you through specific functions step-by-step. Organized so you
can skip directly to the solutions you need, this book is like a series of flash cards.
It is minimal in text, with numerous fully annotated examples. Users of all levels,
including those who use SAS/GRAPH infrequently, will find this an inviting and
eminently practical aproach to handling their real-world graphics projects. Even if
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you have no immediate task or problem, you will enjoy browsing through the
various topics covered. Book jacket.

Analyzing Health Data in R for SAS Users
An indispensable guide to SAS Clinical Programming, this book is the first guide on
this topic, to be written by an Indian author. Written in an instructive and
conversational tone for people who want to make their career in SAS Clinical
Programming and entry level programmers for their day-to-day tasks. It is
equipped with practical, real world examples, detailed description of programs,
work flows, issues, resolutions and key techniques. This book is a personal SAS
Clinical trainer. It explains the art of SAS Clinical Programming in eighteen easy
steps, covering everything from basics to ADS, TLF Creation, as well as CDISC
SDTM and ADaM specifications. Many statistical concepts are explained in an easy
way so that you feel confident while using Statistical Procedures. If you are already
working as a SAS Clinical Programmer, this book will aid you with sharpening your
skills.

SAS Essentials
Data simulation is a fundamental technique in statistical programming and
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research. Rick Wicklin's Simulating Data with SAS brings together the most useful
algorithms and the best programming techniques for efficient data simulation in an
accessible how-to book for practicing statisticians and statistical programmers.
This book discusses in detail how to simulate data from common univariate and
multivariate distributions, and how to use simulation to evaluate statistical
techniques. It also covers simulating correlated data, data for regression models,
spatial data, and data with given moments. It provides tips and techniques for
beginning programmers, and offers libraries of functions for advanced
practitioners. As the first book devoted to simulating data across a range of
statistical applications, Simulating Data with SAS is an essential tool for
programmers, analysts, researchers, and students who use SAS software.SAS
Products and Releases: Base SAS: 9.3 SAS/ETS: 9.3 SAS/IML: 9.3 SAS/STAT: 9.3
Operating Systems: All

SAS for Data Analysis
Learn everything you need to know to start using business analytics and
integrating it throughout your organization. Business Analytics Principles,
Concepts, and Applications with SAS brings together a complete, integrated
package of knowledge for newcomers to the subject. The authors present an up-todate view of what business analytics is, why it is so valuable, and most
importantly, how it is used. They combine essential conceptual content with clear
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explanations of the tools, techniques, and methodologies actually used to
implement modern business analytics initiatives. They offer a proven step-wise
approach to designing an analytics program, and successfully integrating it into
your organization, so it effectively provides intelligence for competitive advantage
in decision making. Using step-by-step examples, the authors identify common
challenges that can be addressed by business analytics, illustrate each type of
analytics (descriptive, prescriptive, and predictive), and guide users in undertaking
their own projects. Illustrating the real-world use of statistical, information
systems, and management science methodologies, these examples help readers
successfully apply the methods they are learning. Unlike most competitive guides,
this text demonstrates the use of SAS software, permitting instructors to spend
less time teaching software and more time focusing on business analytics itself.
Business Analytics Principles, Concepts, and Applications with SAS will be a
valuable resource for all beginning-to-intermediate level business analysts and
business analytics managers; for MBA/Masters' degree students in the field; and for
advanced undergraduates majoring in statistics, applied mathematics, or
engineering/operations research.

SAS Companion for P.V. Rao's Statistical Research Methods in
the Life Sciences
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Thoroughly updated edition of the popular introductory statistics book for clinical
researchers. This new edition has been extensively updated to include the use of
ODS graphics in numerous examples as well as a new emphasis on PROC MIXED.

Practical Statistical Methods
This real-world reference for clinical trial SAS programming is packed with solutions
that can be applied day-to-day problems. Organized to reflect the statistical
programmers workflow, this user-friendly text begins with an introduction to the
working environment, then presents chapters on importing and massaging data
into analysis data sets, producing clinical trial output, and exporting data.

Applied Operational Research with SAS
Available for bundling with Rao's text, this unique companion shows in great detail
how to use SAS to do the statistics described in the text. Written specifically to
complement and enhance the SAS material in the book, the SAS Companion uses
the same examples used in the text, providing instructions and output for all
textual examples. The SAS Companion is an essential tool and a handy reference
for students as they work through the books' computing assignments.
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SAS[R in circle] Programming for Researchers and Social
Scientists
Learning SAS by Example
Data Analysis Using SAS offers a comprehensive core text focused on key concepts
and techniques in quantitative data analysis using the most current SAS
commands and programming language. The coverage of the text is more evenly
balanced among statistical analysis, SAS programming, and data/file management
than any available text on the market. It provides students with a hands-on,
exercise-heavy method for learning basic to intermediate SAS commands while
understanding how to apply statistics and reasoning to real-world problems.
Designed to be used in order of teaching preference by instructor, the book is
comprised of two primary sections: the first half of the text instructs students in
techniques for data and file managements such as concatenating and merging
files, conditional or repetitive processing of variables, and observations. The
second half of the text goes into great depth on the most common statistical
techniques and concepts - descriptive statistics, correlation, analysis of variance,
and regression - used to analyze data in the social, behavioral, and health sciences
using SAS commands. A student study at www.sagepub.com/pengstudy comes
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replete with a multitude of computer programs, their output, specific details on
how to check assumptions, as well as all data sets used in the book. Data Analysis
Using SAS is a complete resource for Data Analysis I and II, Statistics I and II,
Quantitative Reasoning, and SAS Programming courses across the social and
behavioral sciences and health - especially those that carry a lab component.

SAS Programming with Medicare Administrative Data
SAS Programming with Medicare Administrative Data is the most comprehensive
resource available for using Medicare data with SAS. This book teaches you how to
access Medicare data and, more importantly, how to apply this data to your
research. Matthew Gillingham has created a book that is both a foundation for
programmers new to Medicare data and a comprehensive reference for
experienced programmers.

Practical and Efficient SAS Programming
Statistical Programming in SAS Second Edition provides a foundation for
programming to implement statistical solutions using SAS, a system that has been
used to solve data analytic problems for more than 40 years. The author includes
motivating examples to inspire readers to generate programming solutions. UpperPage 14/29
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level undergraduates, beginning graduate students, and professionals involved in
generating programming solutions for data-analytic problems will benefit from this
book. The ideal background for a reader is some background in regression
modeling and introductory experience with computer programming. The coverage
of statistical programming in the second edition includes  Getting data into the
SAS system, engineering new features, and formatting variables  Writing readable
and well-documented code  Structuring, implementing, and debugging programs
that are well documented  Creating solutions to novel problems  Combining data
sources, extracting parts of data sets, and reshaping data sets as needed for other
analyses  Generating general solutions using macros  Customizing output 
Producing insight-inspiring data visualizations  Parsing, processing, and analyzing
text  Programming solutions using matrices and connecting to R  Processing text
 Programming with matrices  Connecting SAS with R  Covering topics that are
part of both base and certification exams.

SAS Programming in the Pharmaceutical Industry
SAS Programming for R Users, based on the free SAS Education course of the same
name, is designed for experienced R users who want to transfer their programming
skills to SAS. Emphasis is on programming and not statistical theory or
interpretation. You will learn how to write programs in SAS that replicate familiar
functions and capabilities in R. This book covers a wide range of topics including
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the basics of the SAS programming language, how to import data, how to create
new variables, random number generation, linear modeling, Interactive Matrix
Language (IML), and many other SAS procedures. This book also explains how to
write R code directly in the SAS code editor for seamless integration between the
two tools. Exercises are provided at the end of each chapter so that you can test
your knowledge and practice your programming skills.

Validating Clinical Trial Data Reporting with SAS
International journal for the application of formal methods to history.

Historical Social Research
This comprehensive resource provides on-the-job training for statistical
programmers who use SAS in the pharmaceutical industry This one-stop resource
offers a complete review of what entry- to intermediate-level statistical
programmers need to know in order to help with the analysis and reporting of
clinical trial data in the pharmaceutical industry. SAS Programming in the
Pharmaceutical Industry, Second Edition begins with an introduction to the
pharmaceutical industry and the work environment of a statistical programmer.
Then it gives a chronological explanation of what you need to know to do the job. It
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includes information on importing and massaging data into analysis data sets,
producing clinical trial output, and exporting data. This edition has been updated
for SAS 9.4, and it features new graphics as well as all new examples using CDISC
SDTM or ADaM model data structures. Whether you're a novice seeking an
introduction to SAS programming in the pharmaceutical industry or a junior-level
programmer exploring new approaches to problem solving, this real-world
reference guide offers a wealth of practical suggestions to help you sharpen your
skills. This book is part of the SAS Press program.

Applied Operational Research with SAS
Introduction to Market Research Using the SAS System
Learn to write SAS programs quickly and efficiently. Programming in SAS is flexible,
but it can also be overwhelming. Many novice and experienced programmers learn
how to write programs that use the DATA step and macros, but they often don’t
realize that a simpler or better way can achieve the same results. In a user-friendly
tutorial style, Practical and Efficient SAS® Programming: The Insider's Guide
provides general SAS programming tips that use the tools available in Base SAS,
including the DATA step, the SAS macro facility, and SQL. Drawing from the
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author’s 30 years of SAS programming experience, this book offers self-contained
sections that describe each tip or trick and present numerous examples. It
therefore serves as both an easy reference for a specific question, and a useful
cover-to-cover read. As a bonus, the utility programs included in the appendixes
will help you simplify your programs, as well as help you develop a sleek and
efficient coding style. With this book, you will learn how to do the following: use the
DATA step, the SAS macro facility, SQL, and other Base SAS tools more efficiently
choose the best tool for a task use lookup tables simulate recursion with macros
read metadata with the DATA step create your own programming style in order to
write programs that are easily maintained Using this book, SAS programmers of all
levels will discover new techniques to help them write programs quickly and
efficiently.

Data Analysis Plans: A Blueprint for Success Using SAS
Research Designs is a clear, compact introduction to the principles of experimental
and non-experimental design especially written for social scientists and their
students. Spector covers major designs including: single group designs; pretest/post-test designs; factorial designs, hierarchical designs; multivariate designs;
the Solomon four group design; panel designs; and designs with concomitant
variables.
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The Psychology Research Handbook
SAS Programming for Elementary Statistics
Using a wide range of operational research (OR) optimization examples, Applied
Operational Research with SAS demonstrates how the OR procedures in SAS work.
The book is one of the first to extensively cover the application of SAS procedures
to OR problems, such as single criterion optimization, project management
decisions, printed circuit board assembly, and multiple criteria decision making.
The text begins with the algorithms and methods for linear programming, integer
linear programming, and goal programming models. It then describes the
principles of several OR procedures in SAS. Subsequent chapters explain how to
use these procedures to solve various types of OR problems. Each of these
chapters describes the concept of an OR problem, presents an example of the
problem, and discusses the specific procedure and its macros for the optimal
solution of the problem. The macros include data handling, model building, and
report writing. While primarily designed for SAS users in OR and marketing
analytics, the book can also be used by readers interested in mathematical
modeling techniques. By formulating the OR problems as mathematical models,
the authors show how SAS can solve a variety of optimization problems.
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Nonparametric Estimation of Educational Production and Costs
using Data Envelopment Analysis
SAS for Epidemiologists
Learn to program SAS by example! Learning SAS by Example, A Programmer’s
Guide, Second Edition, teaches SAS programming from very basic concepts to
more advanced topics. Because most programmers prefer examples rather than
reference-type syntax, this book uses short examples to explain each topic. The
second edition has brought this classic book on SAS programming up to the latest
SAS version, with new chapters that cover topics such as PROC SGPLOT and Perl
regular expressions. This book belongs on the shelf (or e-book reader) of anyone
who programs in SAS, from those with little programming experience who want to
learn SAS to intermediate and even advanced SAS programmers who want to learn
new techniques or identify new ways to accomplish existing tasks. In an instructive
and conversational tone, author Ron Cody clearly explains each programming
technique and then illustrates it with one or more real-life examples, followed by a
detailed description of how the program works. The text is divided into four major
sections: Getting Started, DATA Step Processing, Presenting and Summarizing Your
Data, and Advanced Topics. Subjects addressed include Reading data from
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external sources Learning details of DATA step programming Subsetting and
combining SAS data sets Understanding SAS functions and working with arrays
Creating reports with PROC REPORT and PROC TABULATE Getting started with the
SAS macro language Leveraging PROC SQL Generating high-quality graphics Using
advanced features of user-defined formats and informats Restructuring SAS data
sets Working with multiple observations per subject Getting started with Perl
regular expressions You can test your knowledge and hone your skills by solving
the problems at the end of each chapter.

A Short Course in Research Data Management Using/sas/
New features in this edition include: *New sections on debugging in each chapter
that provide advice about common errors *End of chapter Debugging Exercises
that offer readers the chance to practice spotting the errors in the sample
programs *New section in Chapter 1 on how to use the interface, including how to
work with three separate windows, where to write the program, executing the
program, managing the program files, and using the F key *Five new appendices,
including a Glossary of Programming Terms, A Summary of SAS Language
Statements, A Summary of SAS PROCs, Information Sources for SAS PROCs, and
Corrections for the Debugging Exercises *Plus, a link to Spector's online SAS
course!
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SAS Programming in the Pharmaceutical Industry, Second
Edition
This book provides a complete analysis of educational production and costs using
the nonparametric technique known as Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The
book focuses on estimation of technical, allocative and scale efficiency in the
public sector characterized by the influence of exogenous socio-economic
variables. State of the art DEA models will be presented and fully discussed.
Specific education topics important to policy makers including adequacy, technical,
allocative and scale efficiency, productivity and environmental costs will be
analyzed. To illustrate how these techniques can be applied to school systems
worldwide, the authors use data on Australian elementary and high schools to
develop nonparametric measures that will help inform current policy debate in
Australia. The purpose of the book is to provide a comprehensive analysis of
educational production using numerous public sector DEA models. We provide a
review of DEA with SAS programming code to estimate technical, scale and
allocative efficiency in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we extend the DEA models to
control for exogenous factors of production. SAS code is also provided to estimate
all public sector models. We use simulated data to illustrate the results. Chapters
4–6 provide a complete analysis of the primary and secondary schools. We analyze
input and output oriented models and derive measures of technical, allocative and
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scale efficiency. We also provide estimates of environmental costs that arise from
schools facing different operating environments based on socioeconomic
conditions. In addition, we show how DEA can provide insight on adequacy—the
minimum cost of providing a pre-defined adequate education. The models
presented are consistent with public sector production in general and educational
production in particular. We also provide a complete analysis of educational
productivity for both primary and secondary schools using state of the art public
sector Malmquist measures. The authors use current data on Australian schools to
highlight important policy questions related to efficiency and productivity given
concerns that schools are not allocatively scarce resources in an economic efficient
way. This research focus comes at an important watershed moment in the
Australian Federal Governments’ current involvement in designing new nationally
consistent funding models for both government and non-government schooling
sectors with effect from 2014. A new National School Resourcing Standard is
proposed to be implemented signaling a move to resource adequacy, school
efficiency and value for money dimensions. These standards are consistent with
the measures presented and estimated in this book. As a result, the models
implemented in this book can serve as the basis to evaluate the funding changes
associated with the transition from a ‘centralized’ to a new ‘decentralized’ set of
school funding arrangements.

Computer Packages and Research Design: SAS
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Analyzing Health Data in R for SAS Users is aimed at helping health data analysts
who use SAS accomplish some of the same tasks in R. It is targeted to public
health students and professionals who have a background in biostatistics and SAS
software, but are new to R. For professors, it is useful as a textbook for a
descriptive or regression modeling class, as it uses a publicly-available dataset for
examples, and provides exercises at the end of each chapter. For students and
public health professionals, not only is it a gentle introduction to R, but it can serve
as a guide to developing the results for a research report using R software.
Features: Gives examples in both SAS and R Demonstrates descriptive statistics as
well as linear and logistic regression Provides exercise questions and answers at
the end of each chapter Uses examples from the publicly available dataset,
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) 2014 data Guides the reader
on producing a health analysis that could be published as a research report Gives
an example of hypothesis-driven data analysis Provides examples of plots with a
color insert

SAS Programming for Researchers and Social Scientists
Data Analysis Plans: A Blueprint for Success Using SAS gets you started on building
an effective data analysis plan with a solid foundation for planning and managing
your analytics projects. Data analysis plans are critical to the success of analytics
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projects and can improve the workflow of your project when implemented
effectively. This book provides step-by-step instructions on writing, implementing,
and updating your data analysis plan. It emphasizes the concept of an analysis
plan as a working document that you update throughout the life of a project. This
book will help you manage the following tasks: control client expectations limit and
refine the scope of the analysis enable clear communication and understanding
among team members organize and develop your final report SAS users of any
level of experience will benefit from this book, but beginners will find it extremely
useful as they build foundational knowledge for performing data analysis and
hypotheses testing. Subject areas include medical research, public health
research, social studies, educational testing and evaluation, and environmental
studies.

Categorical Data Analysis Using the SAS System
Using a wide range of operational research (OR) optimization examples, Applied
Operational Research with SAS demonstrates how the OR procedures in SAS work.
The book is one of the first to extensively cover the application of SAS procedures
to OR problems, such as single criterion optimization, project management
decisions, printed circuit board assembly, and multiple criteria decision making.
The text begins with the algorithms and methods for linear programming, integer
linear programming, and goal programming models. It then describes the
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principles of several OR procedures in SAS. Subsequent chapters explain how to
use these procedures to solve various types of OR problems. Each of these
chapters describes the concept of an OR problem, presents an example of the
problem, and discusses the specific procedure and its macros for the optimal
solution of the problem. The macros include data handling, model building, and
report writing. While primarily designed for SAS users in OR and marketing
analytics, the book can also be used by readers interested in mathematical
modeling techniques. By formulating the OR problems as mathematical models,
the authors show how SAS can solve a variety of optimization problems.

Data Analysis Using SAS
Conducting Meta-Analysis Using SAS reviews the meta-analysis statistical
procedure and shows the reader how to conduct one using SAS. It presents and
illustrates the use of the PROC MEANS procedure in SAS to perform the data
computations called for by the two most commonly used meta-analytic
procedures, the Hunter & Schmidt and Glassian approaches. This book serves as
both an operational guide and user's manual by describing and explaining the
meta-analysis procedures and then presenting the appropriate SAS program code
for computing the pertinent statistics. The practical, step-by-step instructions
quickly prepare the reader to conduct a meta-analysis. Sample programs available
on the Web further aid the reader in understanding the material. Intended for
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researchers, students, instructors, and practitioners interested in conducting a
meta-analysis, the presentation of both formulas and their associated SAS program
code keeps the reader and user in touch with technical aspects of the metaanalysis process. The book is also appropriate for advanced courses in metaanalysis psychology, education, management, and other applied social and health
sciences departments.

The How-to Book for SAS/GRAPH Software
Taking a problem-solving approach that focuses on common programming tasks
encountered during data analysis, Spector uses examples and sample programs to
introduce various SAS[small R in a circle] programming concepts in the context of
social science problems. Basic programming concepts such as loops, arrays,
counters, branching, inputting and outputting, as well as the principles of
structured programming, are introduced in a logical sequence so that the reader
can write programs that are orderly and that avoid excessive and disorganized
branching. Throughout, Spector offers readers a three-step approach (preplanning,
writing the program and debugging), tips about helpful features and practices to
use, as well as advice on

Lessons in Reading Reform: Finding What Works
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"This textbook provides an introduction to SAS Programming for elementary
statistical methods. It does not require any previous experience of SAS, but the
reader is assumed to have a basic understanding of statistics. It covers the basics
of programming, including creation of datasets in SAS, debugging a program, and
the overall construction of a SAS program. It covers all DATA Step operations, ttests, confidence intervals, simple linear regression, and ANOVA. The book is full of
examples and computer-based exercises, and has been developed from the vast
experience of the author teaching from the material over many years"--
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